
About  
Janette R. Smith is a compassionate and fiery certified change agent, keynote speaker, and author of 
the top-selling action/journal, From Dream to Reality: Navigating the Path to Your Life Purpose. 
She is most sought after for being able to help clients "push past stuck." Janette’s presentation style 
incorporates her vast experience as an Emmy, Telly and Aurora award-winning journalist of 25 plus 
years in the broadcast industry. 

Her career took her from WAFF in Huntsville, AL., to WCPO in Cincinnati, WFAA in Dallas, and 
WAGA in Atlanta. She has done and seen things most of us would only dare to imagine; including  
riding a bull (for 2.7 seconds)  and living at sea on the aircraft carrier USS John C. Stennis for 4 days. 
(The Stennis is featured in the movie Transformers II.)  
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Ms. Smith also worked in the entertainment industry for 7 years hosting 
“ASK DIY” - a syndicated home improvement show for the D.I.Y. 
Network. She was also a show host on HGTV. 

Fulfilling her passion for making a difference in the lives of people all over 
the world, Janette spent 7 years overseeing the media department at 
Creflo Dollar Ministries in Atlanta, Georgia as the department’s Executive 
Producer overseeing an international broadcast that reached over 1.7 
billion homes. She also oversaw the Film and Media department for  
FHammond Family Entertainment Corporation in Dallas, Texas— run by 
Grammy award-winning, Multi-Platinum Gospel artist Fred Hammond. 

In an effort to fulfill her life-long passion to empower others to live their 
best lives, Janette repositioned herself to become a Life Strategist, earning 
certifications from Harvard EDx and the Center for Strategic Intervention 
— (Developed from the Anthony Robbins lineage of coaching through 
positive psychology)  

Through barrier-breaking, healing-focused exercises and interactive 
coaching, clients reconnect deeply within — mind, body and soul.  

Janette is a graduate of Alabama A&M University, a member of Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority and is a cancer survivor. She has been honored to 
travel the world to interview, work with and for some of the great change 
agents and thought leaders of our time, including: Oprah, Zig Ziglar, 
Laurie Beth Jones and John Maxwell. It is her passion to take what she 
has learned on this journey to help others ignite their passions, and 
discover their unique purpose. #DreamBelieveBuild! 

Her experiences, wisdom and transparent coaching style, in addition to 
her playful and fun-loving personality, makes her an ideal facilitator and 
speaker for your next event, convention, conference or retreat.
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Don’t Go through life - 
GROW through life. 
-Eric Butterworth


